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ABSTRACT
A context management system is a distributed system that enables
applications to obtain context information about (mobile) users
and forms a key component of any pervasive computing
environment. Context management systems are however very
environment-specific (e.g., specific for home environments) and
therefore do not interoperate very well. This limits the operation
of context-aware applications because they cannot get context
information on users that reside in an environment served by a
context management system that is of a different type than the
one used by the application. This is particularly important for
mobile users, whose context information is typically available
through different types of context management systems as they
move across different environments. In this paper, we address this
interoperability problem by placing bridges between different
types of context management systems, in particular systems for
home, mobile, and ad-hoc environments. The novelty of our
bridges is that they focus on resolving functional differences
between context management systems, whereas prior work in this
area concentrates on resolving differences in data models. We
discuss our bridging architecture and zoom in on a few selected
bridges, focusing on their context discovery and exchange
functions. We also outline how we implemented these bridges.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate vision of pervasive computing is that of a ubiquitous
intelligent system that supports users wherever they go [1]. One
of the key ingredients to make this happen is a Context
Management System (CMS), which is a distributed system that
enables applications to obtain context information about users and
other “entities” such places and devices (e.g., [2, 3]).
An important characteristic of CMSs is that they are usually
very much environment-specific. For example, some CMSs are
specifically geared towards home environments [4], whereas
others are dedicated to large-scale mobile environment [4, 5], or
to small ad-hoc networks [6]. As a result, different types of CMSs
often do not interoperate very well, for instance because they use
different naming schemes for their users, different discovery
protocols, or different context ontologies [4, 7]. This means that
applications are generally limited to what their ‘native’ CMS can
provide, which in turn limits their operation.
As an example, consider a user Alice driving from home to
work and her co-worker Bob trying to find out where Alice is, for
instance because she is running late for a meeting. Bob gets
Alice’s location through a context-aware buddy application that
uses the CMS of the office environment. This CMS does however
not interoperate with other types of CMSs, such as the kind of
CMS in Alice’s home, the CMS of Alice’s mobile network
operator (serving Alice when she is driving to work), or an ad-hoc
type of CMS (e.g., deployed near a construction site on the
freeway). Without a system that interconnects these CMSs, Bob’s
application will be deprived from location information about
Alice as long as she is not yet in the office.
In this paper, we address this interoperability problem and
integrate three different types of CMSs: for home/small office
environments, for mobile telecom environments, and for wireless
ad-hoc environments. The added value of this integration is that it
enables applications to obtain context information from multiple
types of CMSs, which would for instance allow Bob to also get

Alice’s location when she is still at home or when she is driving
to work. All three types of CMSs have been developed and tested
with several applications in the project AWARENESS [8].
Our approach is to place (semi-)transparent bridges between
different types of CMSs. These bridges enable applications to
obtain context information through one type of CMS (their
‘native’ CMS), including context information that originates from
other types of CMSs. As a result, applications do not have to
interact with these ‘foreign’ CMSs, which simplifies application
development. This is particularly important for mobile users,
whose context information is typically available through different
types of CMSs as they move across different environments.
Another advantage is that the bridges facilitate the incremental
role-out of new types of CMSs, which is essential for the
deployment of large-scale ubiquitous computing systems. A
limitation of the bridges is that they are specific for each pair of
CMSs and most likely need to be deployed and managed in large
numbers of instances.
There are two important alternatives to our bridging
approach: standardization and a unifying adapter. Standardization
requires a single CMS to serve all possible types of environments.
We believe that this is infeasible because in our experience, the
requirements of environments vary strongly and thus require
different types of CMSs to cater for and exploit the unique
characteristics of the different environments and work efficiently
(cf. small ad-hoc environments vs. the millions-of-users of a
telecom operator). Furthermore, there is no obvious candidate for
such a standard. A unifying adapter keeps the different CMS
types, but unifies access to them through by a “convergence
layer” that provides a single interface to applications. Such an
adapter eases application development, but its complexity and
size increases quickly with the number of supported types of
CMSs. In addition, existing applications must be modified to
benefit from the interoperability. [7] and [9] are examples of
works that follow this unification approach.
Our work is novel in that it uses bridges to integrate different
types of CMSs and because our bridges focus on resolving
functional differences between CMSs, in particular differences
regarding context discovery and exchange. Our bridging
architecture also contains other bridging functions, such as
identity management and privacy control. Prior work in this area
concentrated on integrating the data models of different types of
CMSs.
We begin our discussion with a brief description of the
CMSs we use (Section 2). Next, we discuss the architecture of our
bridges, focusing on a few selected types of bridges (Section 3).
We then outline how we implemented them (Section 4) and
compare our work to existing systems we found in the literature
(Section 5). We end with conclusions and future work (Section 6).

2. CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Our Context Management Systems (CMSs) share the same basic
architecture, which consists of context producers, context
consumers, and context brokers. Context producers are all
processes that publish context—from low-level physical sensors
in a sensor wrapper process to high-level context reasoners.
Context consumers are all processes that use context. Context
consumers find suitable producers by querying context brokers.
Consumers retrieve context from context producers either via
subscription or query. Context producers register with context

brokers, which may also manage the life-cycle of the producers
that have registers with them (start, stop).
Many context producers are also context consumers. For
example, context reasoners receive information from several
context producers (e.g., several location producers), reason over it
(e.g., select the most accurate location or synthesize accuracy by
combining measurements), and publish the result as context.
Similarly, a context storage engine subscribes to various
producers, stores the information it receives from them, and
publishes it as historical context.
In this section, we highlight the most important aspects of
the four CMSs we have developed and express them in terms of
the basic architecture outlined above. One system targets largescale mobile operator environments (Section 2.1), two of them are
meant to operate in homes and office environments (Section 2.2),
and the fourth targets (mobile) ad-hoc environments (Section 2.3).
Section 3 discusses the context bridges that we put between these
systems in detail.

2.1 Mobile Environment
The CUMULAR Context Server (CCS) [10] is a centrally
managed CMS for operators of mobile telecom networks. It fits in
the IP Multimedia Systems (IMS) architecture as defined by
3GPP [11], which is widely adopted as a convergence architecture
for telecom operators. The CCS can federate with other CCS
instances if a trust relationship exists between the operators
running the CCSs.
In terms of our basic context management architecture, the
CCS consists of a large context reasoner that is distributed across
nodes in the network of a telecom operator. The reasoner provides
context information to CCS applications and obtains lower-level
context information from various context producers. These
producers may run on devices with limited resources and
availability (e.g., mobile phones). The main responsibilities of the
reasoner are to run sophisticated and computing-intensive
reasoning algorithms, to enforce the user’s privacy policies
regarding the release of context information, control the use of
bandwidth towards mobile phones, and select context producers
based on the quality of the information they provide. We
implemented the reasoner as an enhanced SQL database.
The context reasoner provides per-application views on the
reasoner and can be customized per application regarding used
protocols, context needs, and access control restrictions. It can
also communicate with different types of context producers, for
instance producers that provide a SIP/SIMPLE-based [12]
interface. The architecture can be extended with new types of
applications or context producers.

2.2 Home/office Environment
We developed two CMSs for homes and small office
environments. The first one is the Context Management
Framework (CMF) [3]. The central notion in the CMF is that of a
personal context broker [13], which keeps track of the set of
context producers that can currently provide context information
about a particular user, including context producers in other CMF
domains (e.g., when the user is visiting that domain). Applications
can query a broker for a certain type of context information (e.g.,
information about the user’s activity), after which the context
broker returns a reference to a context producer that can provide
this information. A personal context broker also enforces the
privacy policies of a user by (1) checking if an application is

allowed to get the type of context information it asked for and (2)
by placing a proxy context producer between the application and
the “real” context producer. A personal context broker returns
references to these proxies to the application, which enables the
proxy to enforce the user’s privacy policies (e.g., by reducing the
quality of context information).
The second system is the Context Distribution Framework
(CDF) [14]. The CDF focuses on context producers that reside on
mobile devices. Its core consists of a specialized context producer
called the Context Distribution Service (CDS). The CDS runs in
the infrastructure and its main responsibility is to dynamically
select the “best” producer for a certain type of context
information, where the meaning of “best” is specified by the
application in terms of its Quality of Context (QoC) requirements
for the particular context type. The CDS subscribes to the CDF’s
context broker so that it receives an event whenever a new
(mobile) context producer registers with the context broker. When
this happens, the CDS compares the new producer’s QoC with
that of other producers that can provide the same type of context
information as well as with the application’s QoC requirements. If
the new producer is “better” than the one currently in use, the
CDS transparently switches to that producer and forwards its
context information to the application. The CDS also notifies the
application about the change. The QoC parameters that the CDS
uses to rank context producers are freshness, spatial resolution,
temporal resolution and probability of correctness. The CDS
includes support for ontologies to represent context information
and is implemented as a service in a Jini network.

2.3 Ad-hoc Environment
Our CMS for ad-hoc environments is called Jexci and is peer-topeer-based. In the absence of centralized context brokers, each
Jexci peer implements a part of that functionality. Context
producers and consumers find each other in peer groups, which
are groups of producers that can each provide a particular type of
context information about a particular entity. Implicitly, each peer
group defines an overlay (sub-)network connecting only related
peers. Hierarchical peer groups mirroring the domain hierarchy of
entities provide scalability. Jexci uses the peer-to-peer framework
JXTA [15]. Jexci allows a producer and a consumer to negotiate a
context exchange format and thus enables Jexci users to
independently create new context types and encoding formats for
context.,
To improve context discovery in fully distributed ad-hoc
networks, we designed and implemented the discovery protocol
Ahoy and integrated it with Jexci. Ahoy is based on attenuated
Bloom filters and allows highly efficient on-demand (context)
service discovery [16]. Attenuated Bloom filters (ABFs) consist
of layers of bit vectors to indicate the existence of context
information a certain number of hops away in the ad-hoc network.
Every node stores an attenuated Bloom filter from each direct
neighbor. By consulting those filters, nodes only send queries to
destinations that are likely have the requested context information
with a small probability of getting a false positive.

3. CONTEXT BRIGDES
A context bridge is a functional component that enables contextaware applications using one type of CMS (the native CMS) to

obtain context information from a context producer in another
type of CMS (the foreign CMS). Project AWARENESS has
developed several bridges that perform this task for the CMSs of
Section 2. These bridges are unidirectional, which means that a
bidirectional bridge requires two bridges, one for each direction.
The requirements for these two bridges may however differ.
In this section, we first consider the functions that any
context bridge needs to provide (Section 3.1). Next, we present
the overall architecture of the bridges developed in
AWARENESS (Section 3.2) and consider two of a bridge’s
functions in more detail: context discovery (Section 3.3) and
context forwarding (Section 3.4). For a few of our bridges, we
also illustrate how they realize these two functions.

3.1 Bridging Functions
A bridge has to resolve the differences between native and foreign
CMSs. To accomplish this, a bridge needs to support the
following functions:
•
Identity mapping. A bridge needs to map the entity
identifiers of the native CMS to those of the foreign CMS.
This is because context information is tightly bound to a user
(and other entities such as devices and places) and because
the identity of that user may be different in the foreign CMS.
For example, Alice’s identity in the CMS of the mobile
operator may differ from the identity that the CMS in her
office uses.
•
Context discovery. To discover context producers in the
foreign CMS, a bridge needs to translate the context query of
a context consumer in the native CMS to the protocol and
query capabilities of the foreign CMS. Further filtering of
the discovery results is necessary when the foreign CMS
provides less discriminatory queries than the native CMS.
Since we think of context producers as services, this function
is essentially about bridging different service discovery
protocols [17].
•
Context forwarding. A bridge needs to forward context
information from the foreign CMS to the native CMS. It
therefore needs to deal with differences in communication
mechanisms in both CMSs, in particular when the native
CMS supports a publish-subscribe mechanism, but the
foreign CMS does not. A bridge also needs to translate
between multiple protocols (e.g., web services and JXTA), as
they are often tightly connected with the environment in
which the CMSs operate.
•
Context format mapping. The bridge needs to translate the
context semantics (ontology), encoding, and data formats of
the foreign CMS to those of the native CMS. Ontology
mapping can be very difficult [4] even though the translation
of standard units (e.g., longitude/latitude/projection,
temperature) is straight forward. Other types of context
information (e.g., ‘activity’, which could take the values of
‘working’ or ‘driving’) require clear definitions to be
meaningful across CMSs. In order to exchange context
information augmented with QoC, CMSs also need to
provide QoC definitions [18]. The bridge furthermore needs
to be able to translate between different data formats (e.g.,
SQL, RDF, PIDF, and key-value pairs).

Figure 1. Basic bridging architecture.
•

•

Context adaptation and reasoning. A bridge may need to
adapt the context information passing through it, for instance
when a context producer in the foreign CMS generates data
at a rate that the native CMS cannot handle (e.g., when the
native environment is an ad-hoc network and the foreign
CMS is that of a mobile operator) and the rate of that
producer also cannot be configured on a per-consumer basis.
A bridge may need to reason over context information in
case the foreign CMS does not directly support the type of
context information that the application needs and is also
unable to compute it (e.g., when the foreign CMS is an adhoc network that only provides low-level context
information). Another reason for having context reasoners as
part of a bridge may be to reduce the number of context
providers published on the native side of the bridge
(aggregation).
Privacy control. If the foreign CMS does not enforce the
privacy policies of its users regarding the distribution of
context information to the native CMS, the bridge may need
to enforce these policies on behalf of the foreign CMS. This
may require the bridge to adapt the quality of the context
information that it forwards from the foreign to the native
CMS [18]. The foreign CMS may also have its own policies
about the release of its context information to native CMSs.
It could for instance indicate that the native CMS is not
allowed to cache any of the foreign CMS’ information.

3.2 Architecture
Figure 1 provides an overview of the basic AWARENESS
bridging architecture. AWARENESS bridges all share this
architecture, but they realize it in different ways depending on the
native and foreign CMSs involved.
The centre of the architecture is an AWARENESS bridge,
which consists of a context broker and a set of context producers.
Together, the broker and the producers realize the functions of
Section 3.1. The context broker is responsible for identity
management and context discovery, whereas the context
producers act as proxies and take care of context adaptation,
reasoning, and mapping context information to another format.
Both the broker and the context producers are involved in the

enforcement of privacy policies. Observe that a producer of the
bridge may obtain context information from multiple foreign
context producers (not shown in Figure 1), for instance to reason
over that information. As an example, Figure 1 shows a bridge
that consists of two context producers, CP3 and CP4. The context
broker of the bridge is labeled CBB.
The components of an AWARENESS bridge may be
distributed across the native CMS, the foreign CMS, dedicated
bridging nodes, or a combination thereof. The complexity of a
bridge in terms of the functions it needs to provide (see Section
3.1) depends on the differences between the native and foreign
CMSs: the larger the difference, the more complex the bridge’s
functions. For example, if the CMSs only vary slightly, the
bridge’s context transfer functions can simply translate context
request and responses between the native and the foreign CMS. If
the differences are larger, the bridge may also need to possess
context adaptation and reasoning capabilities. For example, if the
foreign CMS is the CMS of a mobile network operator and the
native CMS operates in an ad-hoc network, the bridge may need
to put an upper bound on the rate at which it propagates context
changes into the ad-hoc (native) CMS to prevent it from being
overwhelmed with context updates. More advanced functions like
these do however require the bridge to maintain more state, which
means that the bridge may also need to manage parameters that
determine its degree of scalability. Examples are the number of
users that are visible through the bridge in the native CMS, the
number of concurrent subscriptions on context producers in the
foreign CMS, and the number of queries/notifications per second
passing through the bridge. This is particularly important if the
bridge runs on a resource-constrained device, such as a mobile
phone in an ad-hoc network.
We distinguish two types of bridges: those that are fully
transparent and those that are semi-transparent. Figure 1 shows
the basic architecture of a transparent bridge, which is invisible to
a context-aware application. In this case, the application continues
to use its native context broker (CBN in Figure 1) to discover
native context producers (CP1 and CP2 in Figure 1). When the
native broker finds out that it does not have the producer that the
application needs, it queries the context broker of the bridge
(CBB) to discover the context producers that the bridge provides
and returns any matches to the context-aware application via the
native context broker. The application subsequently interacts with
one of the bridge’s context producers to obtain the context
information it needs (push or pull). The bridge’s context
producers use the context broker of the foreign environment
(CBF) to obtain references to the foreign context producers they
need (the producers act as a client of the foreign context broker),
get the context information from these producers, and send the
(processed) result back to the context-aware application of the
native CMS.
With a semi-transparent bridge (not shown in Figure 1), the
native broker returns a reference to the broker of the bridge when
it cannot find a producer that matches the application’s request.
The application then resubmits its query to the bridge’s broker,
which forwards it to a context broker in the foreign CMS. This
broker returns its results to the bridge’s context broker, which
instantiates context producers for the bridge and links them to the
foreign context producers. The bridge’s broker then returns a
reference to one ore more of its context producers to the
application. The application subsequently interacts with one of
these producers to obtain the context information it needs. The

Figure 2. CDF applications using Ahoy context producers
(home/office to ad-hoc environment).
context producers that are part of the bridge register with the
bridge’s context broker.
Note that the context brokers in Figure 1 also need to be able
to discover each other. To accomplish this, the bridge’s context
broker is registered with the native context broker, whereas the
foreign context broker is registered with the context broker of the
bridge (not shown in Figure 1). A context broker may be
distributed across multiple nodes (e.g., in an ad-hoc network) and
does not need to be centralized.
In the following two sections, we introduce three of the
bridges we have developed and discuss their design in terms of
the basic architecture of Figure 1, focusing on the bridges’ context
discovery and forwarding tasks.

3.3 Context Discovery
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the bridge that enables CDF
applications (home/office environment, see Section 2.2) to obtain
context information from context producers in an ad-hoc
environment that uses Ahoy for discovery (ad-hoc environment,
see Section 2.3). The bridge is semi-transparent. The context
broker and the context producers of the bridge are part of the CDF
(the native CMS) because the nodes in the ad-hoc network are
resource constrained mobile devices. Each CDF domain hosts one
Ahoy-CDF bridge for all the Ahoy-based ad-hoc networks it
interfaces with.
The context broker of the bridge interacts with an Ahoy
network through gateway ABF nodes. A gateway node is part of
both the CDF network and the ABF network and is the foreign
context broker (CBF) from the perspective of the bridge (cf.
Figure 1). The context broker on a gateway node interacts with
the context brokers on other nodes in the ad-hoc network to
discover the context producers they host (using the Ahoy
protocol). The context broker of the ad-hoc network is thus fully
distributed.
The bridge’s context broker maintains a list of ABFs that
reflect the current state of the ad-hoc network. The broker
receives these ABFs from the gateway node and uses them to
decide if it needs to forward a discovery query from a CDF
application (see below) into the Ahoy network. The advantage of
this approach is that it avoids traffic floods in the ad-hoc network,

which improves the network’s operation. Storing the list on the
CDF-side (infrastructure) also reduces processing and state on the
gateway node and enables the bridge’s broker to serve multiple
gateway nodes at the same time.
The broker receives a new set of ABFs from the gateway
node when the ad-hoc network changes, for instance when a new
producer appears or an existing one disappears.
When a CDF application is looking for a context producer, it
sends a query message to the CDS (see Section 2.2). If the CDS
cannot find the requested producer in the CDF network (by
querying CBN), it directs the CDF application to query the broker
of the bridge, which translates it into Bloom codes and matches it
against its list of ABFs. If the broker finds a match, it forwards
the query (in the form of Bloom codes) to the target Ahoy
network through the network’s gateway node. Context producers
that can serve the query send their binding information back to
bridge’s broker, following the same path as the query.
When the context broker of the bridge receives a response
from an Ahoy producer, it creates a context producer for it,
configures the new producer with the binding information
provided by the Ahoy context producer, and sends a reference to
the new context producer to the CDF application. In our current
design, both the CDF and the Ahoy network support XML-RPC
for context exchange, which means that the context producers
instantiated by the bridge (CP3 and CP4) are merely empty stubs.

3.4 Context Forwarding
Figure 3 shows the organization of the bridge that enables CMF
applications (home/office environment, see Section 2.2) to obtain
context information from CCS context producers (mobile
environment, see Section 2.1). CCS-CMF bridges are bound to
individual users, which is unlike the Ahoy-CDF bridges that exist
at the level of entire CMS domains. Also unlike Ahoy-CDF
bridges, CCS-CMF bridges are fully transparent.
CCS-CMF bridges are part of CMF domains (native CMS)
because there will typically be many more CMF instances (homes
and offices) than there will be instances of the CCS (mobile
operators). Hosting the CCS-CMF bridges in the CCS would thus
yield a significant increase of state on the CCS-side, which might
negatively affect the CCS’ scalability.
When a CMF application requests context information from
a personal broker (CBN,U in Figure 3), the broker dynamically

Figure 3. CMF applications using CCS context producers
(mobile to home/office environment).

Figure 4. Jexci applications using CCS context producers
(mobile to ad-hoc environment).
creates a CCS-CMF bridge if it does not have a link to an
appropriate native context producer. The advantage of this
approach is that CCS-CMF bridges can be instantiated when and
where they are required, thus distributing load and increasing
scalability on the CMF-side. This is particularly important in
larger CMF domains (e.g., in offices). Because the CCS-CMF
bridges are bound to individual users, this approach also delegates
identity and authentication mapping between CMF and CCS to
each user: each user configures the required bridges with the
appropriate CCS identities and credentials.
After creating a CCS-CMF bridge, the personal context
broker forwards the discovery request it received from the CMF
application to the bridge’s broker (CBB,U in Figure 3). This broker
creates a context producer for the type of context information that
the CMF application requests and returns a reference to the new
producer back to the application (via the native personal broker).
The context producers of a CCS-CMF bridge are long-lived,
which means that they can be reused for CMF applications that
request the same type of context information about the same user.
As an example, Figure 3 shows two context producers in the
bridge: one for location information (CPL) and one for activity
information (CPA).
A context producer of a CCS-CMF bridge uses the context
broker in the foreign CMS (CBF) to locate the large context
reasoner (CR) in the CCS. It then uses the reasoner to subscribe to
events that signal changes in a particular type of context
information (e.g., location information) for the user that the
personal context broker represents. CMF applications can
subscribe to these events through the bridge’s context producers,
which transparently forward the events from the CCS to the CMF
application. Similarly, CMF applications can query the context
producers in the bridge for context values (of a particular type),
which they will then transparently obtain from the CCS and
forward back to the requesting CMF application.
The CMF uses a different query language than the CCS:
CMF producers support SPARQL queries, whereas CCS
producers accept queries in SQL. When a context producer of the
bridge receives a SPARQL query, it first gets the corresponding
type of context information from the CCS context reasoner by
submitting an SQL query to it. Next, it applies the SPARQL

query on the context information it receives from the CCS
reasoner and sends the result back to the CMF application.
In our current implementation, we statically configured the
address of the CCS context reasoner in the CCS-CMF bridges
(hence the dashed arrows in Figure 3) and combined the context
broker of the bridge with the personal context broker.
Figure 4 shows the organization of the bridge that enables
Jexci applications (ad-hoc environment, see Section 2.3) to obtain
context information from CCS domains (mobile environment, see
Section 2.1). Like an Ahoy-CDF bridge, a CCS-Jexci bridge
operates at the level of domains, which means that it makes the
large reasoner of a CCS domain available in a Jexci network.
CCS-Jexci bridges are fully transparent.
An instance of the CCS-Jexci bridge runs on a gateway node
that is part of the Jexci network, but can also establish
connections with CCS reasoners, typically via a wide area
wireless link. The context broker of a CCS-Jexci bridge is
configured with references to foreign context brokers (CBF in
Figure 4). Different nodes in the same Jexci network may host a
CCS-Jexci bridge for the same CCS domain to distribute the load
of interacting with that domain across multiple Jexci nodes.
During start-up, the context broker of a CCS-Jexci bridge
queries its foreign context brokers to obtain a reference to any
CCS reasoners. Next, the bridge’s broker queries these reasoners
to ask them which domains they serve and advertises this
information in the Jexci network. The bridge uses one JXTA peer
group per CCS domain instead of one peer group per CCS user.
The latter would yield way too many peer groups for JXTA to
handle and would bring down the Jexci network.
A Jexci application submits discovery requests to its local
broker (CBN) and specifies which types of context it needs for
which user. If this is a CCS user, the request ends up at a bridge
that serves the CCS domain where the user is registered. The
bridge’s context broker (CBB) handles the request and queries the
reasoner to ask it which types of context information it can
provide and returns this information back to the Jexci application.
The return message contains the address of the gateway node,
which implicitly acts as a context producer.
The gateway node creates actual context producers only
when the Jexci application needs context information, which
saves resources on the gateway node. For publish-subscribe
interactions, the gateway node creates a context producer (e.g.,
CP2 in Figure 4) when it receives a subscribe message from the
Jexci application. This producer calls the CCS reasoner to
subscribe to the same types of context information and forwards
any context updates that occur on the CCS-side to the Jexci
application. When the gateway node receives a query for context
information from the Jexci application, it creates a temporary
context producer that queries the CCS reasoner, passes the result
back to the Jexci application, and then terminates.
Despite the above approach, a CCS-Jexci bridge must limit
the number of concurrent queries and subscriptions because also
the JXTA connections, which are used for context exchange in the
Jexci infrastructure, require a lot of resources.
In our current implementation, we statically configured the
broker of a CCS-Jexci bridge with the address of a CCS reasoner,
thus bypassing the foreign context brokers.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Table 1 provides an overview of the bridges we developed for the
CMSs, including the three bridges discussed in Section 3. The
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information from CDF to
CCS.

Ahoy

Jexci

CDF

Ahoy

Jexci
Application that passes
emergency-related
context info from CCS to
Jexci.

Core in Java, based on
Jini technology, XML
format.

Gateway node + Jinibased implementation of
bridge, which support
context discovery from
CDF to Ahoy

Gateway node + Jinibased implementation of
bridge, which support
context discovery from
Ahoy to CDF

Core in Ruby, Ahoy
service discovery, keyvalue format.

Jexci/ABF peer, Ahoy
module in Java, keyvalue format.

Jexci/ABF peer, Ahoy
module in Java, keyvalue format.

Core in Java, JXTA
based service discovery,
key-value format.

Location and buddy
information from Jexci to
CCS.

Table 1. Implemented bridges. Bridges discussed in Section 3 are in italics.
bridge that delivers context information from CMS A to CMS B
is in row A, column B. Information on the implementation of
individual CMSs is in the shaded cells.
The CCS is largely written in Java. The bridges use SQL
statements (through JDBC or ODBC) to write data to and read
data from the Postgres SQL database. The CMF core and its
elements like the personal context broker are developed in Java.
The CDF uses Jini technology and lets mobile context producers
participate in the Jini network through the Mobile Service
Platform (MSP) [19]. In Jexci, the context producers are
addressed using XML-RPC (via JXTA pipes or directly). New
context en/decoders can be added to a context producer/consumer
simply by adding a JAR file to the class path. Ahoy is
implemented in the programming language Ruby and uses UDP
over IPv6 [20]. Ahoy has been integrated into Jexci to improve
the peer group discovery.

5. RELATED WORK
The work that comes closest to ours is that of Lehmann et al. [4],
who integrate a CMS for home environments (the Aware Home
Spatial Service) with a CMS for mobile operators (Nexus [21]).
The difference with our work is that they focus on integrating the
data models of the two CMS, whereas our bridges focus on
interoperating functionality, in particular context discovery and
exchange. Integrating CMS-specific data models is however a
crucial component for interoperating CMSs, which is why we
consider the work of Lehmann et al. and our work complementary
to each other. Another difference is that we also take ad-hoc
CMSs into account.
In convergence approaches, various original context
information from applications is uniformed by a common context
model and ontology in a convergence layer before they are
distributed to diverse underlying systems. The ITransIT system
has been proposed in [22] to federate advanced pervasive
transportation systems. This system uses a common spatial data
layer with primary context model (PCM) to model all information

uniformly and ontology (PCOnt) to specify the relationships
between those information. In [7], a core common model is
designed for ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) environments and a
convergence layer called Ubicomp Integration Framework (UIF)
is implemented to adapt existing ubicomp systems to this
common model for wide area access. UIF uses semantic web
technology to interact and support dynamic reconfiguration of the
exposed models. [9, 23] follow a similar approach to converging
different types of CMSs and interacting with one unified API.
Other works on interoperating CMSs deal with federating
multiple instances of the same type of CMS, for instance CMSs of
mobile operators [5, 24], CMSs for small to mid-sized
environments [13], or a combination thereof [25].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The landscape of pervasive computing will involve different types
of Context Management Systems (CMSs) that are specifically
designed for different types of environments (e.g., homes and
mobile operator environments). To provide context information
about (mobile) users to any context-aware application, these
CMSs will somehow need to interoperate.
In this paper, we discussed the AWARENESS architecture
for interoperating different types of CMSs. The main component
of the architecture is a unidirectional bridge, which enables
applications that use one CMS (the native CMS) to obtain context
information stored in another CMS (the foreign CMS). Our
bridges consist of a context broker and one or more context
producers that specialize in bridging differences between CMSs
for different environments. Our unidirectional bridges may be
paired to form bidirectional bridges.
We outlined the functions that these bridges need to provide
to, focusing on context discovery and context exchange. We
implemented a total of nine bridges (some combined in
bidirectional bridges) and illustrated which technologies we used
for this purpose.

The novelty of our work is that we concentrate on resolving
functional differences between CMSs, in particular for context
discovery and exchange. Another innovation is that we also
include ad-hoc networks in the interoperability equation.
Our future work includes the enforcement of privacy policies
in an environment that consists of multiple interoperating CMSs.
This includes mapping the identifiers used in one type of CMS to
those used by another and how to manage trust in such an
environment. Another item of future work is an analysis of the
performance of a few of the bridges we developed.
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